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TEMPORARY SURFACE PROTECTION
DUST AND NOISE CONTROL
HOARDING AND BARRIER SYSTEMS

U

LTIMATE SOLUTIONS providing answers for any kind of site supply
challenges associated with the construction process!

OUR 5 COMMITMENTS TO YOU...

1. Prompt Dispatch!
Ultimate Solutions aim to have your products packed and ready for
dispatch the same day you order them.

2. Outstanding service!
Ultimate Solutions is here to help, whether it is answering product
related questions, tracking freight movements or addressing issues
and concerns, you can speak to one of our experienced Trade Staff for
any product related questions.

3. Products!
Ultimate solutions is committed to providing the most cutting edge
products available on the market today whether it is keeping your site
free from dust or contamination, or simply eliminating potential damage
that can occur, Ultimate Solutions has your building needs covered.

4. Price!
Because Ultimate Solutions sources products globally and has key
relationship with manufacturers in New Zealand we are able to offer the
most affordable pricing on all our products, including excellent
discounts on bulk purchases. All prices exclude GST.

5. Guarantee!
We offer a 100% guarantee. If you are not happy with your product,
send it back to us within 7 days of delivery, in the original packaging and
we will replace it for you!

...CALL US TODAY! 0800 160 101
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SURFACE PROTECTION
SURFACE PROTECTION

PROTECTA FOAM TUBES 1.95m Long
Protecta Foam Tubes provide a protection solution for a large variety of surfaces including handrails, scaffolding structures and entrance ways. These tubes are re-usable and are ﬂexible protection for odd shapes.
Tough polyethylene film laminated to foam rubber, provides a combination of impact and scuff protection.

Code
FTLR
FTLY

Size
Large
Medium

Price
13.60
7.80

ANTIMAR FLUTE BOARD

ANTIMAR EDGE PROTECTOR

“Antimar” Flute Board can provide a degree of
impact protection for almost any surface.
The ﬂuted construction allows the board to
be cut and shaped without losing strength.
- High durable
- Re-useable
- Effective protection from impact and abrasion
- Quick and easy to install
- Easily cut with a heavy duty knife
- Economical

Code
FBT2S
FBW3S
FBW3L
FBW5S
FBW5L
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Size
2mm1.8x1.2
3mm 1.8 x 1.2
3mm 2.4 x 1.2
5mm1.8 x 1.2
5mm 2.4 x 1.2

Colour
transparent
white
white
white
white

Price
7.93
10.27
13.65
14.17
19.37

“Antimar” Corner Protectors are simple to install
and can provide a rapid solution to the problem
of damage to exposed edges.
Heavy duty corner buffer will protect corners
from heavy impact caused by trolleys, wheel
barrows, etc.
- Re-useable
- Provides maximum protection
- Quick and easy to install
- Instant protection from heavy impact

Code
CP2

Size
50mm x 50mm x 1980mm

Price
3.95 ea

SURFACE PROTECTION
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ANTIMAR RECYCLED RUBBA GREY
“Antimar” Recycled Rubba Offers re-useable protection for all hard ﬂoors.
“Antimar” is an extra strong, slip resistant, rubber sheet constructed from recycled materials.
Being re-useable many times, “Antimar” rubber sheet is one of the most economical means
of protection for sensitive ﬂoor areas.
- Embossed for added slip resistance
- Waterproof
- High strength
- Re-useable
- Easy “roll out” protection
- Join with high strength
joining tape

Code
RR15
RR20
RR25

Size
1.2m x 15m
1.2m x 20m
1m x 25m

Price
120.00
149.00
149.00

POLYWEAVE BLUE
Polyweave is a well proven method of carpet protection.
The woven construction of Polyweave “Carpet Saver” offers exceptionally strong, non-slip water and
tear resistant protection for carpeted areas.
Polyweave “Carpet Saver” is quick and easy to use for covering large ﬂoor areas particularly when used in
conjunction with “Protect’n’Peel” self adhesive “Carpet Saver” around perimeter and columns.

Code
PW50

Size
2m x 50m

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

Price
55.00

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101
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GREY RHINO
Grey Rhino can prevent soiling and damage to many hard surfaces. This closed-cell polyethylene foam
is excellent for impact protection.
Grey Rhino is a multi-use product protecting interior/exterior walls, newly laid timber ﬂoors, tiles, furniture,
etc. It is anti-absorbent and will not allow paints, or liquids of any type to bleed through.

Code
GR230
GR250
GR450

Size
2mm 1.2m x 30m
2mm 1.2m x 50m
4mm 1.2m x 50m

Price
69.00
138.00
165.00

BREATHABLE BLUE CARPET SAVER
The professional’s choice, for protection of carpets during construction, renovation and fitout.
Breathable Blue can provide a strong moisture and dust resistant barrier, yet sill allow the
carpet to breathe. This means that moisture from “green” concrete ﬂoors or water based ﬂooring
adhesive can still be released even while the carpet is protected.
- Breathable construction allows new concrete ﬂoors and water-based adhesives to cure while covered
- Eliminates sweaty or mildew stained carpets
- Liquid absorbing and dust trapping surface layer

Code
BT160
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Size
2m x 50m

Price
175.00

SURFACE PROTECTION
Self Adhesive Carpet Protection is the ideal means to protect carpet on both commercial and
domestic projects
Protect’n’Peel “Carpet Saver” has been used extensively by both large contractors and owner-builders
alike. Protect’n’Peel Carpet Saver is the safest way to protect carpet on stairs, without creating a
tripping hazard.
When used during oﬃce fit-out it can allow for accurate marking out for partitions etc and is easily
trimmed before removing cleanly prior to hand over.
Protect’n’Peel Carpet Saver is extremely tough
and has the added benefit that even if a puncture
does occur it is easily visible and because of it’s
adhesion to the carpet, dust spread below the
film is reduced to a minimum.

Code
FP700-80.1500100
FP700-80.1.100
FP700-80.500.100
FP700-100.1.100

Size
Price
80mu 1.5x100m
105.00
80mu 1x100m
75.00
80mu 500mmx100m 44.00
100mu 1x100m
85.00

- Waterproof
- Self adhesive – no taping required
- Clean removal
- Ideal for stairs
Also available in a domestic size for
smaller projects.
600mm x 20m at 19.00 per roll

MULTI USE BLUE HI TACK
Multi Use Blue is an effective means of protection for all hard surfaces such as Kitchen Units, Benchtops and
some ﬂooring. Multi Use Blue will protect against dust, paint splashes and light abrasion. Removes without
leaving residue.
- Self Adhesive
- Protects against scuffs, grime and spills
- Suitable for most hard surfaces

Code
MUB180

Size
1m x 100m

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

Price
95.00

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101
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CARPET FILM
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HARD SURFACE GREEN
Hard Surface Green Protection Film is an effective means of protection for hard surfaces such as Kitchen
Units, Benchtops and some ﬂooring. Hard Surface Green Protection Film will protect against dust, paint
splashes and light abrasion. Removes without leaving residue. Not recommended for protecting polyurethane
ﬂoors.
- Waterproof
- Self adhesive – no taping required
- Clean removal

Code
FP610-71000100
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Size
1 x 100m

Price
95.00

SURFACE PROTECTION
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MDF SHEETING

POLYTHENE BLACK FILM

Individual MDF factory grade or No.1 grade
sheets available.

Size
2440 x 1220 x 2.5mm
2440 x 1220 x 6mm
2440 x 1220 x 3mm
2440 x 1220 x 6mm

Price
4.50
20.44
14.90
25.36

Factory Grade
Factory Grade
No.1 Grade
No.1 Grade

Code
PB250.4.25
PB250.4.50
PB125.4.50

ECONOMY PROTECTA BOARD

Size
250µm 4x25m
250µm 4x50m
125µm 4x50m

Price
51.00
99.00
57.00

BUFFALO BOARD

Protecta-Board can prevent soiling and damage
to many hard surfaces. Can be easily trimmed
and folded, and because it is lightweight makes
it an attractive option for multi level projects.

Buffalo Board sets a new standard when it come
to impact resistance surface protection. The
Unique “Sealed Cell“ structure provides high
compression strength and resists crushing.

- Effective protection from impact and abrasion
- Quick and easy to install

- Moisture resistant and re-usable

Code
PB30

Code
BB30

Size
1 x 30m

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

Price
75.00

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

Size
1 x 30m

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101

Price
85.00
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RECYCLED POLYTHENE

Code
PB200.4.25

Size
4x25m 200µm

Price
44.00

POLYTHENE CLEAR FILM

Code
CP250.4.25
CP125.4.50
CP80.1.100
CP50

Size
250µm 4x25m
125µm 4x50m
80µm 4x50m
50µm 4x50m

LAMINATED FELT

Price
110.00
103.00
35.00
65.00

Code
FL100030

Price
35.00

STATIC CHARGED MASKING FILM

TEMPORARY DOWNPIPE
Prevent water damage and direct water ﬂow from
your work area.

Code
TDP-200
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Size
200mm x 50m

Price
$52.00

Code
DS6527
DS6525
DS6518
DS6512

Size
2.7 x 25m
2.5 x 25m
1.8 x 25m
1.2 x 50m

Price
17.90
15.90
13.00
15.90

SURFACE PROTECTION
UV Stable adhesive film for protection of
windows and doors during construction.
Our product has been used extensively to
protect glass and glazing during construction.
Suitable for both high-rise developments and
domestic dwellings.

BLOCK OUT FILM
Block Out Film is a self-adhesive film which easily
blocks out windows during shop or oﬃce fit-out.
The black liner provides maximum block out
while the white outer layer provides maximum
reﬂection of light in the work area.
Self adhesive, easy to apply and removes cleanly.

- Protects both glass and frames of windows and
doors
- UV stable film provides up to 3 months
protection

Not suited for windows in direct sunlight
Roll size:
1220mm x 100m

Code
IPF-346 GREEN
IPF-346 GREEN

Code
FP-700-101220100

Size
610mmx100m
1.22x100

Price
60.00
120 .00

KWIK-FIX DEMOLITION FILM
Kwik-Fix is an essential product where there are
any demolition works proceeding in the vicinity
of glass. The 150um thickness of Kwik-Fix and an
aggressive adhesive can provide an easy answer
to the prevention of injury from ﬂying glass.
Kwik-Fix is also ideal for covering over broken
window prior to replacement and could greatly
assist in meeting “Duty of Care” responsibility in
any public areas.

Code
IPF-550-TM

Size
90cmx60cm

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

Price
36.00

Price
107.89

TACKY DUST MAT
The easy way to remove dust and light debris
from foot traﬃc at entry point.
Tacky Mats can reduce the risk of damage and
soiling by collecting dust etc from foot traﬃc at
the point of entry.
- Pads of 30 sheets
- Low profile allows under-door use

Code
TDMS
TDML

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

Size
90cmx60cm
1.2m x 90cm

Price
19.00
28.00

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101
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WINDOW PROTECTION GREEN

SURFACE PROTECTION
SURFACE PROTECTION

Shield N PEEL FLOORS

Tough protection to
shield hard ﬂoors
against damages
caused during
construction. Will
save builders time
and money through
a reduction in ﬂoor
repair, replacement
and cleaning costs.
Designed especially
for ﬂoors, it has a
built-in traction
allowing you to walk
on it to avoid
slippage.
Shield n Peel for
Floors’ ﬁlm
is tough and durable
to handle heavy
forklift and foot
traﬃc.
Perfect for ﬂoor areas
around presses,
spray areas, and
high traﬃc routes.
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4L : $96.00
Code: SNP-6121

15L : $348.00
Code: SNP-6138

Shield n Peel for Floors provides protection for:
- Concrete ﬂoors - painted or sealed
- Ceramic and Porcelain Tiled Floors and Walls - with sealed grout
- Polished Timber
- Wooden Floors - seal bare wood ﬂoors first to prevent pulling
up wood fibres
- Laminate ﬂooring
- Natural Stone tiles and slabs
- Brick Floors - apply sealant first
- Engineered Stone
- Steel, aluminium, brass, copper and other ferrous and
non-ferrous metals
- Terrazzo
- Glass, plastic and acrylics
- Enamels
- No Flash point Water Based for environment and worker safety
- Kitchen Bench-tops
- Some plastics and Painted Steel

SURFACE PROTECTION

Shield n Peel
for Windows provides
protection for:

4L : $95.00
Code: SNP-6046

10L : $232.00
Code: SNP-0459

A Window Glass and Frame Protection System
Shield n Peel for Windows is the smart way to ensure
your windows and frames remain in show room
condition when out on-site.
Cement render and paint spatter are just some of the
on-site hazards that can impact aggressively on the
pristine ﬁnish of windows.
Avoid customer disappointment and costly glass
replacement. Protecting your investment with
Shield n Peel for Windows in the early stages of
production will prove a wise investment when
handing over a ﬂawless ﬁnished product.

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

- Windows
- Glass
- Tinted Glass
- Powder Coated
Aluminium
Frames
- Anodised
Aluminium
Frames
- Stainless Steel
Frames
- Matt Finished
Aluminium
Frames
- PVC Frames
- Rubber Seals
- Joints around
Glass
WARRANTY:
Ultimate Solutions NZ Limited
makes no warranties, expressed
or implied including but not
limited to, the implied warranties
of merchantability and ﬁtness
for a particular purpose.
Suggestions and
recommendations are made
without warranty of guarantee
of any kind. The buyer assumes
all risk and liability for the results
of such use.

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101
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Shield N PEEL FLOORS

TAPES & PACKAGING
TAPES & PACKAGING

HAND TEARABLE CLOTH TAPE

Code
MPC-48S
MPC-48W
MPC-48R
MPC-48BLK
MPC-48B
MPC-4850B

Colour
silver
white
red
black
blue
blue economy tape

Price
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
8.60

BARRIER TAPE - CAUTION

Code
BT-75-C

Length
100m
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Length
100m

Code
DSC-50

Length
48mm x 10m

Price
10.00

BARRIER TAPE - DANGER

Price
15.00

BARRIER TAPE - KEEP OUT

Code
BT-75-DKO

DOUBLE SIDED TAPE

Code
BT-75-D

Length
100m

Price
15.00

BARRIER TAPE - DO NOT ENTER

Price
15.00

Code
BT-75-DNA

Length
100m

Price
15.00

TAPES & PACKAGING

Code
BT-75-RW
BT-75-YB

DUCT TAPE - BLACK

Length
100m
100m

Price
15.00
15.00

Code
DT-48BLK

Size
48mm x 30m

Price
5.00

DT-72BLK

72mm x 30m

8.50

PAPER TAPE

Code
DS121Y24
DS6085BU
DS121Y48

ORANGE PVC TAPE

Size
Colour
24mm x 50m Yellow
24mm x 50m Blue
48mm x 50m Yellow

Price
6.50
6.50
12.40

Code
IPF-S470O24
IPF-S470O48
IPF-S470O72
IPF-S470096

Length
100m

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

Size
24mm x 50m
48mm x 50m
72mm x 50m
96mm x 50m

Price
3.80
7.70
12.00
15.75

ALUMINIUM PROTECTION TAPE

ALUMINIUM FOIL TAPE

Code
IPF-2004850

TAPES & PACKAGING

BARRIER TAPE

Price
20.91

Code
IPF-714-96
IPF-714-72
IPF-714-48

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

Size
96mm x 66m
72mm x 66m
48mm x 66m

Price
22.20
15.05
13.33

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101
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ANTIMAR AEROBUBBLE

ANTIMAR CORRUGATED C-BOARD

Provides a protection solution for a large variety
of surfaces including frames, bench tops, finished
joinery items, fixtures & delicate goods.

Provides impact resistance – corrugation provides
cushioning. Protection of tiles/marble, polished
timber, benchtops, stainless steel & aluminum.

Code
AM-145

Code
AM-110

Size
1.3 x 60m

Price
75.00

PRE-TAPPED MASKING FILM

Size
1.2 x 75m

Price
74.00

TAPE DISPENSER

Prevents paint splatter & overspray.

Code
DS6724
DS6711

Size
2.4 x 15m
1.1 x 15m

Price
10.58
8.50

HIGH STRENGTH SCREENING

Code
TP-TD

Price
26.75

FURNITURE PROTECTION WRAP

Protects surfaces on building and construction
sites, and can also be used to cover furniture from
dirt, debris and paint during renovations.

Low lack, highly durable plastic film.
This product will stick securely to all items, without leaving any residue on surfaces.

Code
MD100
MD50

Code
FP515-5900100
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Size
2 x 100m
4 x 50m

Price
75.00
63.00

Size
0.9 x 100m

Price
39.00

TAPES & PACKAGING
TAPES & PACKAGING

BLACK POLYTHENE

Code
PB250.4.25
PB250.4.50
PB200.4.50

Size
250mu 4x25m
250mu 4x50m
200mu 4x50m

Price
71.00
142.00
49.00

Have you seen our
GEOTEXTILES range?
We are now stocking a wide range of
products to help you with
exterior projects.
Check it out on page 74

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101
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HOARDINGS & BARRIERS / E-WALL
HOARDINGS & BARRIERS

E-WALL HOARDING SYSTEM

E-WALL

The Easy-To-Use Economical and
Environmentally-friendly
Panel system.
Ideal for many applications, such
as internal hoardings, barriers,
oﬃces, cutting rooms and site
amenities.
Lab testing has determined
E-Wall can reduce sound by 28
decibels.

“For the past three years we have been using a
variety of construction protection systems supplied
by Ultimate Solutions. In particular, three
interior/exterior site hoarding systems have been
“stand outs” for both us and our clients.
We would recommend the use of these systems for
any high proﬁle and public interior/exterior
hoarding requirement. “

- Contracts Manager, Stephen Romanos,
Accent Construction Interiors Ltd.

E-Wall has been speciﬁed and
successfully used in:
- Hotels
- Hospitals
- Oﬃces
- Warehouses
- Shops
- Clubs
- Public Buildings etc.
Key Beneﬁts:
- Superb noise reduction (up to
28 decibels)
- Easy to use
- Economical and re usable
- Environmentally friendly
- Pre finished, durable and easy
to clean
- Light weight and easy to cut
- Rapid install
- Solid construction
- Free standing system or full
height options
- Totally modular, allowing you
to construct a wall to any
design configuration with
height ranges up to 6m.

Hire options are
available, call us for a
quote 0800 160 101
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HOARDINGS & BARRIERS / E-WALL
DESCRIPTION

PRICE

EW27

E-Wall Hoarding panel
2.7 x 1.1 x 37mm

125.00

EW30

E-Wall Hoarding panel
3M x 1.1M x 37mm

135.00

EJ4

Hoarding Joiner
2.7m, 3.0m, 3.6m, 4.2m 5.4m

16.50

EB4-30

Hoarding Bottom Track
3m x 40mm x 20mm deep

14.50

ET4-30

Hoarding Top Track
3m x 40mm 45mm deep

23.00

EC90-30

Hoarding Corner Edge 90deg
3m x 50mm x 50mm

16.50

EC45-30

Hoarding Corner Edge 45deg
3m x 50mm x 50mm

16.50

EDJ-65

Hoarding Double Door Jamb
6.5m- to suit 35-37mm panels

146.00

HDS-65

Hoarding Door Seal
6.5m to suit single or double doors

19.00

HIDD

Hoarding Internal Double Door
1.98m x 610mm (1 x door only)

82.00

ID282

Hoarding Internal Single Door
1.98m x 860mm

89.00

LSIK

Hoarding Lock Set

24.00

PDL

Hoarding Premuim Digital Lock Set

114.00

HIR85

Hoarding Hinge Steel Hirline

3.80

BBOL

Hoarding barrel bolt

18.00

HSP26

Hoarding Support Post 2m Tall

80.00

RBW

Hoarding Rubber Base Weight

33.00

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101

HOARDINGS & BARRIERS

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

CODE
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HOARDINGS & BARRIERS / HOARDFAST
HOARDINGS & BARRIERS

E-WALL HOARDING SYSTEM

HOARDFAST PVC

Hoardfast Key beneﬁts:
- Robust PVC panels
- Easy to clean panels with high
gloss finish that repels graﬃti
- Reusable and relocatable panels
- No Fixings required, can be
installed using heavy duty PVC
joiners and tracking.
- Smart Finish
- Rapid Install
- Space Saving
- Can be used in both external
and internal applications.

“Due to the sensitive nature of the construction
works being undertaken whilst the supermarket
was still operating and the need to provide the
highest standard of public protection, we turned
to Ultimate Solutions, who provided us with
their hoarding systems.”
- Contract Manager, Steve Gutteridge,
Watts & Hughes Construction
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This high gloss easy to clean
system complies with the
highest project requirements,
including:
- Hospitals and healthcare
- Laboratories and clean rooms
- Food processing plants
- Supermarkets and shopping
centres
- Oﬃces
- Schools
- Clubs and hotels
- Airports
- Public hoardings

HOARDINGS & BARRIERS / HOARDFAST
DESCRIPTION

PRICE

HPP120-225

HF PVC panel
2.25m x 1.2m x 35mm

135.00

HPP120-270

HF PVC panel
2.7m x 1.2m x 35mm

162.00

HPP120-300

HF PVC panel
3m x 1.2m x 35mm

180.00

HPJ450

HF heavy duty joiner
2.25m, 2.7m, 3m, 3.6m, 4.5m

14.00

HPC300

HF heavy duty corner section
3.6m / 5m

23.60

HPU

HF Bottom / Top track
3m x 20mm deep

7.50

EC90-30

Hoarding Corner edge 90deg
3m x 50mm x 50mm

16.50

EC45-30

Hoarding Corner Edge 45deg
3m x 50mm x 50mm

16.50

EDJ-54

Hoarding Single Door Jamb
5.4m

119.50

EDJ-65

Hoarding Double door Jamb
6.5m

146.00

HD228

HoardFast PVC door
2210mm x 812mm

94.00

LSIK

Hoarding Lock Set

24.00

PDL

Hoarding Premuim Digital Lock Set

114.00

HIR85

Hoarding Hinge Steel Hirline

3.80

BBOL

Hoarding barrel bolt

18.00

HSP26

Hoarding Support Post 2m Tall

51.00

RBW

Hoarding Rubber Base Weight

34.00

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101

HOARDINGS & BARRIERS

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

CODE
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HOARDINGS & BARRIERS / fast wall
HOARDINGS & BARRIERS

FAST WALL

Easy fit tongue and groove join
for fast installation and
demounting.
Pre-finished 300mm wide x
30mm thick PVC panels.
(stocked lengths in selected
increments from 2.4m to 5.8m.)
Key beneﬁts:
- Rapid & easy to install reusable
& easily relocatable
- Pre-finished panels & tracking
- Durable & weatherproof PVC
- Extremely cost effective
- Available in different length
panels up to 10m high
- Easy fit tongue and grove panel
for fast mounting & installation.
- Use for both walls and ceilings
- Seamless finish
Successfully used in:
- Oﬃces
- Clubs
- Hospitals
- Airports
- Warehouses
- Laboratories
- Public buildings
- Food processing areas
- Transportable buildings
- Shopping centres
- Schools & universities
- Comms rooms & data centres
- Clean rooms
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The smartest,
easiest and
fastest way
to create a
hoarding,
privacy barrier
cutting room,
site amenities
or a complete
oﬃce.

HOARDINGS & BARRIERS / fast wall
DESCRIPTION

PRICE

FWS30

Fast Wall PVC panel
3m x 300mm x 30mm

27.80

FWS58

Fast Wall PVC panel
5.8m x 300mm x 30mm

52.70

FWB30

Fast Wall bottom track
3m x 25mm deep

9.60

FWT30

Fast Wall Top track
3m x 50mm deep

14.85

FWJ54

Fast Wall single door jamb
5.4m to suit 30mm panels

119.50

FWJ65

Fast Wall dble door jamb
6.5m to suit 30mm panels

131.00

EC45-30

Hoarding Corner Edge 45deg
3m x 50mm x 50mm

16.50

HDS-65

Hoarding Door Seal
6.5m to suit single or double doors

19.00

HIDD

Hoarding Internal Double Door
1.98m x 610mm (1 x door only)

82.00

ID282

Hoarding Internal Single Door
1.98m x 860mm

89.00

LSIK

Hoarding Lock Set

24.00

PDL

Hoarding Premuim Digital Lock Set

114.00

BBOL

Hoarding barrel bolt

18.00

HOARDINGS & BARRIERS

CODE

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS:

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101
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HOARDINGS & BARRIERS / hoardfence
HOARDINGS & BARRIERS

E-WALL HOARDING SYSTEM

HOARDFENCE
A brand new PVC scaffold
cladding panel suitable for a
wide range of applications
including internal and external
builders’ hoardings and site
fencing.
This product is incredibly simple
- using minimal components, it
clips onto standard scaffolding
providing an exceptionally
smooth surface which will
directly accept graphics.

Perfect for
almost all
applications
where an
external site
screen is
required,
particularly
where
scaﬀolding is
already being
used.

“We will never use conventional hoarding again!
Ultimate Solutions Hoarding is easier and lighter
to manage; the preﬁnished surface is in-keeping
with most clients’ requirements. The ability to
reuse is great.”
- Construction Manager
Graeme Smith, Hawkins Construction
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Panels are lightweight, and used
with our unique spring-loaded
clips they are easily fitted by
unskilled labour.
Reusable and recyclable reduce your carbon footprint
Smooth surface for continuous
graphics - standard vinyl or
low-tac for easy removal
or rental available - for
next day delivery
Impressive visual barrier
Multiple height options
availableInstallation by
unskilled labour - lightweight,
with unique spring-loaded
clips

HOARDINGS & BARRIERS / hoardfence
HOARDFENCE CLIPS

Top / Bottom Track

Code
HFT

Designed and engineered in house to specifically
attach to scaffold structures.

Price
17.10

Code
HFC

Price
2.50

HOARDFENCE PANELS
Hoard Fence panels 2.4m x 500mm.

Code
HFP

Price
46.00

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101
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HOARDINGS & BARRIERS

TOP/BOTTOM TRACK

HOARDINGS & BARRIERS / flame barrier
HOARDINGS & BARRIERS

FLAME BARRIER

Flame Barrier has been
primarily designed for
the inter-tenancy wall
division market, and
provides a number of
options for separating
walls between attached
occupancy units in
multi-residential
construction.
Flame Barrier wall
system more than
meets the fire rating
and acoustic
requirements of
the NZBC.
Our fire rated panels
are made up of three
layers, two outer layers
that are constructed of
magnesium oxide board
and the inner core that
consists of Phenolic
foam.
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It has
excellent
selfextinguishing
and ﬁre
retardant
properties.

Phenolic foam:
- Fire Resistance Grade: Grade A & B
- Density: 40-50kg/m3, 50-60kg/m3
- Compressive Strength: 180-280Kpa
- Thermal Conductivity: 0.022-0.030 W/m*k
- Magnesium Board:
- Surface Density: 0.92t/m3 – 1.1t/m3
- Bending Strength: 15Mpa- 16Mpa
- Impact Strength: 6.0kJ/m2- 6.5kJ/m2
- Fire Resistance: Grade A
- Moisture Movement: 0.3%-0.6%

HOARDINGS & BARRIERS / flame barrier
FLAME BARRIER

Phenolic foam is a new
kind of ﬂame retardant,
low smoke fire
insulation material.
When subjected to
fire, it will die out
immediately once it
leaves the heat source.
The high mass of the
phenolic foam gives
superior noise control.

These
panels are
pre ﬁnished
and ready
for paint
or wall
paper if
desired.

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

Phenolic foam won’t
melt, drip or breakdown
and has been proven to
only rigid char in a fire
proof testing lab.
Magnesium oxide
board is a
multifunctional
building material that
is lightweight, high
strength, waterproof,
fireproof, non-toxic,
mildew, rot and freeze
resistant.

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101
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HOARDINGS & BARRIERS

E-WALL HOARDING SYSTEM

HOARDINGS & BARRIERS / zipwall
HOARDINGS & BARRIERS

ZIP WALL

ZIP POLE 2 PACK
Kit contains two poles and plastic sheeting
3.5m x 4m.

Code
ZW-ZPK2

Price
129.00

ZIP WALL 2 PACK
Kit contains two poles with reach of 1.4m - 3.8m.

Code
ZW-ZW2

Price
166.00

ZIP POLE 4 PACK
All-inclusive Kit contains all you need to set up
a dust-free barrier:
- 4 x poles with heads and grip discs
- Screening material 3.5m x 10m
- Prop size 1.4m to 3.2m
- Includes 2 Zippers and carrybag

ZIP WALL SUPER TALL POLES 2 PACK
Kit contains 2 poles to reach up to 6.4 metres.

Code
ZW-KIT20
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Price
290.00

Code
ZW-ZPK4

Price
257.00

HOARDINGS & BARRIERS / zipwall
HOARDINGS & BARRIERS

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101
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HOARDINGS & BARRIERS / zipwall
HOARDINGS & BARRIERS
30

CODE

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ZW-FR2

ZipWall® tight seal rails
2 pack

128.00

ZW-SC2

ZipWall® side seal clamps
2 pack

81.00

ZFA2

ZipWall® ﬂoor adapters
2 pack

13.00

ZW-RLPK

ZipWall® caution tape reel pack

168.90

ZZH1

ZipWall® Zip hook hanging solution

39.80

ZW-MPHDAZ2

ZipWall® Premium Zippers
2 pack

40.00

ZW-ZD37

ZipDoor™ Standard

89.50

ZW-ZD48

ZipDoor™ XL - FR

139.80

ZDT25

ZipTape 25m

14.90

HOARDINGS & BARRIERS / zipwall
DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ZDT50

ZipTape 50m

26.90

ZNP1

Non skid plate

11.80

ZHS1

Head
keyhole snap

9.60

ZTC1

T-Clip

10.80

ZBH2

Replacement ball for ZipWall®poles

8.00

ZGD1

Grip Disk

6.40

ZFP12

Foot plug assembly
for standard 3.8m pole

9.40

ZFP20

Foot plug assembly
for super-tall 6.1m pole

13.00

ZW-CP658

ZipWall® Clear Polythene
6m x 50m

234.00

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101

HOARDINGS & BARRIERS

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

CODE
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NOISE CONTROL
NOISE CONTROL

SOUND PROOF CURTAINS

Dealing With Noise?
Soundproof Curtains are the
answer!
The Soundproof Curtain is
manufactured to provide a
temporary noise reduction
screen around plant sites or
enclosures around industrial
noisy procedures such as
demolition works.
They are quick and simple to
install and great for either short
or long term applications. These
curtains are able to be hung from
temporary site fencing or
hoarding.
Soundproof Curtains provide
maximum noise reduction by
incorporating sound barrier and
noise absorption products in
the one curtain.
Use Soundproof Curtains for:
- Compressors
- Saws Drills
- Generators
- Construction works
- Earth and Road works
- Refurbishments on occupied
buildings
- Create safe and enjoyable
working conditions
- Comply to Government
regulation
- Improve concentration at work
- Increase quality of work
- Hear warning signal or sirens
- Increase eﬃciency and profits
- Reduce and control the spread
of dust and fumes
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Ultimate
Solutions
Soundproof
Curtains are
custom made
to suit your
exact size and
environment
requirements.

Product Features:
- 26dB reduction at 1000Hz lab test
- Quick erection and easily transportable
- Great for either short or long term applications.
- Able to be hung from temporary site fencing and scaffolding
or site hoarding
- Fire and weather proof.
- NATA Tested AS ISO 354 – 2006
- Ideal for creating temporary enclosures for piling rigs,
compressors and generators or for surrounding noisy site
activities.
- Non-irritant acoustic material with no glass fiber.
- Velcro joins to ensure maximum acoustic performance.
- Can be hung horizontally or vertically

NOISE CONTROL
ACOUSTIC PANELS

Acoustic modular panel system
Looking to keep the noise down?
If you are working in sensitive
areas, minimising noise and
disruption from building or
maintenance works is likely to
be a key issue.
These panels are fast and simple
to install, and extremely light
weight.
Pre-fabricated and able to cut to
any size, this ingenious tounge
and groove design makes
assembly and disassembly
effortlessly easy, and more
economical.
Our panels are so lightweight
and easy to handle, that large
areas can be covered very quickly,
making them ideal for acoustic
enclosures, complete rooms,
dividing walls, mobile screens
and more.

Full NATA
attenuation
and
absorbsion
test results
available

Other beneﬁts are:
- Simple, fast installation – over
night if required
- Stable and safe – no gaps or
rough edges
- Reconfigurable – ideal for
staged refurbishments
- Excellent thermal insulation –
minimise temperature loss
- Reduce noise levels by up to
29dB(A)
- Surface spread of ﬂame rating
to BS 476-6 & 7 Class 0
We provide a cutting service for
bespoke kits. All components
are clearly labelled with fitting
instructions supplied to ensure
a fast clean installation without
having to cut panels to size
on site.

AUCKLAND: 09 526 1943

CHRISTCHURCH: 03 389 0318

FREEPHONE :0800 160 101
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NOISE CONTROL

E-WALL HOARDING SYSTEM

LocationS
CHRISTCHURCH:
03 389 0318 443
St Asaph Street, Phillipstown 8011

AUCKLAND:
09 526 1943
13 Olive Road, Penrose 1061

DELIVERY
NATIONWIDE: URGENT-OVERNIGHT
“One roll of tape or ten pallets of polythene? No problem!”
EXPRESS DELIVERY
Urgent deliveries can be arranged to your site upon request.
BULK FREIGHT
1-3 day national service.
Overnight to main centres on request.

Payment
No account? No problem!
We accept all major credit cards.
Or call us today on 0800 160 101 to apply for an account.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
These Terms and Conditions shall apply to all Goods supplied by ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD to you (the Customer) at all times.
Price, Payment and Default
1. The Price shall be that price applicable to the Goods at the time the relevant Goods are dispatched from ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD’s premises. ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD shall be permitted to increase the Price from time to time with or without notice to the Customer.
2. GST and other taxes/duties relating to the supply of the Goods to the Customer are not included in the Price and shall be payable by the Customer in addition to
the Price at the rate(s) prevailing at the time on demand by ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD.
3. ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD shall issue an invoice for Goods supplied from time to time and the Customer shall pay the amount specified in each invoice issued by
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD no later than the 20th of the month following the date that invoice is issued by ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD. ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD shall
be permitted to alter the payment terms at any time and such altered payment terms shall apply from the date ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD notifies the Customer of
the altered payment terms.
4. The Customer shall not be entitled to withhold payment of, or to make any deduction from, or set off any amount against, any moneys payable to ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD under this Agreement without the prior written consent of ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD.
5. If:
(a) The Customer defaults on any obligation contained in this Agreement; or
(b) In the sole opinion of ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD the Customer may default on any obligation contained in this Agreement; or
(c) The Customer indicates that it may default on any obligation contained in this Agreement;
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD may (without prejudice to any other right or remedy of ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD):
i. Refuse to supply any Goods to the Customer; and/or
ii. Enter upon the premises where any Goods are located and take possession of and remove those Goods (without being responsible for any damage caused in
doing so);
and all costs incurred by ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD as a result of such action shall be immediately payable by the Customer upon written demand from ULTIMATE
SOLUTIONS LTD.
6. If any amount falls overdue for payment by the Customer under this Agreement, such late or nonpayment shall constitute a default under this Agreement and the
overdue amount shall (without prejudice to any other right or remedy of ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD) bear default interest from the date on which payment of that
amount falls overdue until the date on which payment of the overdue amount is received in full. Default interest shall be calculated daily at the Default Interest
Rate and shall be compounded monthly. Such default interest shall accrue before and after any judgment.
Delivery, Defects and Risk
7. Delivery of the Goods shall be made in such manner as agreed between ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD and the Customer, or if no such manner is agreed, in the manner elected by ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD in its sole discretion. The Customer shall be liable for all costs associated with the delivery of the Goods and the Customer
shall pay such costs immediately upon demand by ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD.
8. ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD shall be entitled to deliver the Goods between 7.00 am and 5.00 pm on any day which is not a Public Holiday and the Goods shall be
deemed to have been delivered even if the Customer is not present at the time of delivery.
9. If the Customer fails or refuses, or indicates to ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD that it will fail or refuse, to take delivery of any Goods, delivery shall be deemed to have
occurred when ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD was willing and able to dispatch the Goods from ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD’s premises. Without prejudice to any of its
other rights or remedies ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD may, by written notice to the Customer, require the Customer to immediately reimburse ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
LTD for any storage expenses which ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD has incurred as a result of any failure or refusal, or any indication of a failure or refusal, by the Customer to take delivery.
10. ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD shall not be liable for any costs, loss or damage incurred or suffered by
the Customer as a result of the late, short or non delivery of the Goods. Any time for delivery indicated by ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD shall be approximate only and
shall not be of the essence of this Agreement.
11. ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD shall have no liability to remedy or compensate the Customer or any other liability to the Customer in relation to a defect, if (whether
or not the failure has caused or contributed to the defect):
(a) The Customer fails to notify ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD in writing of the defect within 48 hours of the Goods being dispatched from ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD’s
premises; or
(b) The instructions given by ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD or the manufacturer of the Goods from time to time in relation to the use of the Goods (including those
instructions contained in the Schedule (if any)) have not been complied with; or
(c) The Goods have not been properly installed and/or maintained.
12. Risk of any loss, damage or deterioration of or to the Goods shall be borne by the Customer from the time the Goods are delivered to the Customer’s premises
(if ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD has agreed to be responsible for the delivery of the Goods) and from the time the Goods are dispatched from ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
LTD’s premises (in all other circumstances).
Ownership
13. Ownership in any consignment of the Goods shall not pass to the Customer (and the Customer shall be a bailee only) until the time at which the Customer has
paid all moneys owing by the Customer to ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD under this Agreement. Until ownership of the Goods has passed to the Customer the Customer
shall store and identify the Goods in such a way that the Goods are clearly identified as the property of ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD and ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD
may enter the Customer’s premises or any place where the Goods are located to inspect the Goods.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
14. The Customer grants to ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD a security interest in the Goods pursuant to the PPSA. The Customer waives its right to receive a copy of the
verification statement confirming registration of a financing statement or a financing change statement relating to the security interest created under this Agreement. The Customer agrees that nothing in sections 114(1)(a), 133 and 134 of the PPSA shall apply to this Agreement, or the security under this Agreement, and
waives the Customer’s rights under sections 121, 125, 129, 131 and 132 of the PPSA.
Liability
15. The Customer acknowledges that it is acquiring the Goods for the purposes of a business (including the purpose of using the Goods or transforming them, in
trade or commerce) and therefore the provisions of the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 (being a New Zealand act), The Australian Consumer Law (being schedule 2
of the Australian Competition and Consumer Act 2010) and any other consumer laws do not apply to the supply of the Goods.
16. The Customer is solely responsible for determining whether any Goods are suitable for the required purpose and the Customer acknowledges that it has not
relied on any advice or representation provided by ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD when determining whether any Goods are suitable for any required purpose.
17. ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD’s liability arising from any cause (whether in contract, tort, any enactment, or otherwise pursuant to the laws of New Zealand,
Australia or any other country), including the negligence of ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD or any of its employees, contractors or agents, is excluded to the fullest
extent permitted by law and shall be limited in all circumstances to the Price paid by the Customer in relation to the specific Goods giving rise to the claim against
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD.
18. The Customer shall pay to ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD, on demand by ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD, all costs of and incidental to the enforcement or attempted
enforcement of ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD’s rights, remedies and powers under this Agreement (including costs on a solicitor and own client basis) in the event of a
breach or threatened breach by the Customer.
Access to Information
19. The Customer irrevocably authorises ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD:
(a) To obtain from any third party such information in respect of the Customer as ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD may require in connection with its lawful commercial
purposes including (without limitation) determining whether to extend credit to the Customer and to verify any such information.
(b) To provide any such information to any third party in connection with its lawful commercial purposes including (without limitation) determining whether to
extend credit to the Customer and to verify any such information.
General
20. No waiver by ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD of any breach or failure to enforce any provision of this Agreement shall in any way affect, limit or waive ULTIMATE
SOLUTIONS LTD’s right to subsequently enforce and compel strict compliance with this Agreement.
21. The Customer may not transfer or assign any of its liabilities or rights under this Agreement to any other party without the prior written consent of ULTIMATE
SOLUTIONS LTD, which consent may be withheld at ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD’s sole discretion. ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD may transfer or assign its liabilities and
rights under this Agreement to any other party at any time without being required to obtain the Customer’s consent.
22. If any provision of this Agreement is or becomes invalid or unenforceable, that provision shall be deemed deleted from this Agreement and such invalidity or
unenforceability shall not affect the other provisions of this Agreement, all of which shall remain in full force and effect to the extent permitted by law, subject to
any modifications made necessary by the deletion of the invalid or unenforceable provisions.
23. This Agreement is governed by the laws of New Zealand and the parties submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the New Zealand courts in respect of all matters
relating to this Agreement.
24. This Agreement records the entire arrangement between ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD and the Customer relating to the matters dealt with in this Agreement and
supersedes all previous arrangements, whether written, oral or both, relating to such matters.
25. No amendment to this Agreement shall be valid unless in writing and executed by ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD.
26. In this Agreement, unless the context requires otherwise:
- “Agreement” means these Terms and Conditions and the Schedule.
- “Customer” means a person who has purchased Goods from ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD.
- “Default Interest Rate” means 2.5% per month.
- “Goods” means any goods and services supplied to the Customer by ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD.
- “GST” means any goods and services tax or other similar tax which applies to the supply of the Goods (or any of the Goods) pursuant to the laws of New Zealand,
Australia or any other country.
- “ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD” means Spencer Group Limited (trading as ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS LTD) or its assignee.
- “Price” means the price determined in accordance with clause 1.
- “PPSA” means the Personal Property Securities Act 1999.
- “Public Holiday” means Auckland, New Zealand public holidays being Waitangi Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, the Sovereign’s Birthday, Labour Day,
Christmas Day, Boxing Day, Auckland Anniversary Day, New Years Day and the day after.
27. In this Agreement:
(a) Where the context permits, the singular includes the plural and vice versa.
(b) Where the Customer comprises two or more persons, this Agreement shall bind those persons jointly and severally.
(c) References to any “party” mean a party to this Agreement and include the successors, executors, administrators and permitted assignees (as the case
may be) of that party.
(d) All references to legislation are (unless stated otherwise) references to New Zealand legislation and include all subordinate legislation, any reenact
ment of, or amendment to, that legislation and all legislation passed in substitution for that legislation.
(e) Where the context permits, references to a “person” include an individual, firm, company, corporation or unincorporated body of persons, any public,
territorial or regional authority, any government, and any agency of any government or of any such authority.
28. Some products may differ slightly from pictures supplied.
SCHEDULE
Instructions in relation to the use of the Goods

www.ultimate-solutions.co.nz

AUCKLAND
13 Olive Road
Penrose
Auckland 1061
Phone: 09 526 1943

CHRISTCHURCH
443 St Asaph Street
Phillipstown
Christchurch 8011
Phone: 03 389 0318
TAURANGA
27/23 Tukorako Drive
Mount Maunganui
Tauranga 3116
Phone: 021 1901 075

